Shelter
Its is amazing to know that shelter is a big part of nature Most often during the 1860s and
the 1870s many first nations moved to the United States and made their shelter. Would you
believe that in the united states shelter from the east took over lands and acquired in native
people.
It is sad to know that many people were killed in battles over land in the united states. It's
scary to know that the Canadian Government wanted a police force in the Canadian west.

Wouldn't you agree that shelter is important to First Nation.
Did you know that First Nation shelter was a tipi? On the tipi there are the primary colors:
blue red and yellow. Yellow means the sun red means the earth and blue means the the water
and the sky.You may be wondering if theres another symbol that shows something welll there
is,there’s a symbloe on the on the tipi that shows a story.The most inpatant thing is that, evary
kind of tpi has its on type of desine. You might be interested that the First Nations lived near the
Rocky mountains or they lived near the foot hills.
You also might be interested to learn what's inside a tipi.In a tipi there is bison skin.They
use this bison fur to sit on.The reason why they need this bison skin is that it will be more
comfier.Interesting fact is that They also use animal skin to build the tipi. Wouldn't you also
agree that there's a hole in the top of the tipi so the smoke from the fireplace inside the tipi. This
is important because no one needs to smoke.
This is my learning for First Nations shelter.

There are many ways making a shelter
Let me tell you about how all tipis were made from animal skin and in kept the heat.
Imagine how the first Nations hunted animals to get the skin for the tipi. Tipi poles were made to
hold the tipi and it was called framework. It can also be made from sticks and logs. Surprisingly
wooden pins are made to hold the tipis together.
What’s so great about smoke flaps well they can be adjusted to let air in and smoke out.
It is amazing to think about that some travelers might make a simple shelter by leaning
two poles together against a tree and cover it brush.
Incredibly tipis keep out snow and rain.
Would you believe that tipis don’t plow away in the strong wind. For years animal skin
were made for goods like making a tent called tipi.
In a sort of funny way tipis were easy to make and take down.
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